TTB KidZ LLC
Children’s Consignment Sale

CONSIGNOR AGREEMENT
By signing the following agreement, I (the consignor) agree to all provisions herein for participation in
consignment of items in stated Sale (MARCH 25, 26, 27, & 28 of 2021) at the old Sears location at Carolina
Place Mall in Pineville, NC. Please initial (***____***) after each statement acknowledging consent and
approval. All consignors are required to print, sign, and bring to the Sale before checking in items.

1. I have checked the appropriate agencies (cpsc.org) and confirmed that any and all items I intend to sell
with TTB KidZ is not on any RECALL LIST, and that all items I am bringing to sell are in safe working
order as the manufacturer has intended. ***_______***
2. I agree that TTB KidZ LLC will not be held responsible for items that I am selling if they are damaged,
lost, or stolen during the event. ***_______***
(We at TTB KidZ LLC take every precaution in care and have hired under cover security personnel to help insure that
incidents like this do not occur or are at least minimized. While we can never guarantee 100% security we now
prosecute shoplifters in addition to escorting them from the premises after authorities are contacted. This is rare but has
occurred and we are adamant about the protection of property of others.)

3. I am aware that if I am helping with a shift(s) that I will receive the agreed upon commission rate based
on the number of shifts I work and benefits that go along with them. ***_____***
4. I understand that until the Sale concludes consignor commission rates stand at the default of 65% until
all Helper shifts are accounted for and commissions get adjusted. The final commission rate will be
accounted for before the checks are cut and distributed. ***_____***
5. I agree that if I have signed up for a HELPER SHIFT and can not make the shift as scheduled, that I will
notify management within 24 hours in advance of the assigned time. ***_____***
6. I understand that items marked “DONATE” that are not sold by the conclusion of the event, that those
items are donated in your name to the charity we select for the event. I understand that I will receive
a receipt for donation at the conclusion of the Sale and will be sent out via email.
7. I acknowledge the dates and times I am to pick up unsold items that are NOT MARKED “DONATE” will
be: MONDAY, MARCH 29 BETWEEN 6PM AND 8PM. I understand that TTB KidZ can not store or keep
any unclaimed items after that Monday evening so those items that are not picked up by me, or by the
charity become property of TTB KidZ.

Seller Number: ________________

Print Name: ________________________________
Signature: ____________________________ Date: _____________2021

